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Abstract—Hyper-spectral imaging has become the latest trend in the field of optical imaging systems. Among various other applications, hyper-spectral imaging has been widely used for analysis of printed and handwritten documents. This paper proposes an efficient technique for estimating the number of different but visibly similar inks present in a Hyper-spectral Document Image. Our approach is based on un-supervised learning and does not require any prior knowledge of the dataset. The algorithm was tested on the iVision HHID dataset and has achieved comparable results with the state of the algorithms present in the literature. This work can prove to be effective when employed during the early stages of forgery detection in Hyper-spectral Document Images.

Index Terms—Hyper-spectral Document Images (HSDIs), Ink mismatch detection, Spectral Responses, K-means Clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hyper-spectral imaging (HSI) has gained a lot of popularity in recent times due to the capability of HSI sensors to record information in a number of bands corresponding to different wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum [1]. In contrast to the simple RGB sensors, the HSI sensors can typically capture information in hundreds of bands. This information is helpful in determining the differences between features and objects that look similar to the naked human eye [2]. The applications of HSIs have been well studied and documented in detail in the literature [3] - [9].

A recent field of research which has received considerable attention among the researchers is the Hyper-spectral Document Image (HSDI) analysis. This involves capturing and analysis of hyper-spectral images of printed and hand-written documents. These hard-copy documents are still extremely valuable despite many hurdles in their storage, management and retrieval. Specific examples include hard-copy evidences involved in court room proceedings as well as old manuscripts having historical significance. Among different applications of HSI, one particular application is that it can differentiate among various types of materials present in the image based on each material’s spectral reflectance properties. The core idea is that each type of material has its own specific spectral response curve corresponding to various bands of the hyper-spectral image, therefore different materials can be differentiated by analysing the spectral response curves of these materials. This property of hyper-spectral imaging systems, enables them to be used as a non-destructive tool for document analysis including forgery detection [10], restoration of old and de-graded scripts [11], ink mismatch detection [12], [13], signature extraction [14], writer identification [15], readability enhancement [16] and estimating the age of old manuscripts [17].

This paper describes an automated technique for detecting the number of different inks present in a hyper-spectral document using an unsupervised learning algorithm. A lot of work has also been done on ink mis-match detection using supervised learning algorithms such as Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs) [18] - [20]. However, a major limitation of the supervised learning algorithms is that they need prior labeled dataset i.e. the number and type of inks present in the document for training purposes which makes them difficult to use in practical scenarios. Previous works involving unsupervised learning algorithms for HSDI analysis include K-means clustering, C-means clustering, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [21] - [23].

The rest of the paper is divided into following sections: Section II describes the proposed methodology in detail including the design decisions for selection of programming framework/libraries and the choice of unsupervised learning algorithm. Section III describes the experimental results. Section IV contains the conclusion along with limitations of the current work as well as future research directions.

II. METHODOLOGY

We propose a simplified and automated approach for classifying different types of inks present in hand-written HSDIs. The overall procedure involves various steps including pre-processing of hyper-spectral cubes, generation of spectral signatures of the hand-written text and implementation of the un-supervised learning algorithm for displaying the color segmented image as the final output. This section discusses the technical details of implementation along with the description of the design decisions regarding the choice of programming framework and the unsupervised algorithm. A flow chart of the overall procedure for automated detection of number of inks in HSDIs is given in Fig [1].
A. **Design Decisions**

1) **Programming Framework:** For the easy of implementation and a strong built-in support for handling and manipulating hyper-spectral images, Python was chosen as the underlying programming language to implement the proposed algorithm. The complete implementation was carried out using the following four libraries of Python:

- Spectral (for handling Hyper-spectral cubes).
- Numpy (for array manipulation).
- OpenCV (for manipulating RGB and grey-scale images).
- Matplotlib (for plotting of graphs and figures).

2) **Choice of Un-supervised Algorithm:** Among a wide variety of un-supervised algorithms, including SVM, PCA, K-means, C-means clustering etc., K-means was chosen because of its simplicity and efficiency in determining accurate clusters from un-labeled data. Another reason for selecting K-means algorithm was that the Spectral library contains a built-in function specifically tailored for implementation of k-means clustering algorithm on hyper-spectral datasets.

---

---

B. **Data Pre-processing**

A number of steps were involved in the pre-processing of the hyper-spectral cubes before they could be used for plotting the spectral signatures of text pixels as well as implementation of the un-supervised pattern recognition algorithm. These steps are discussed below:

1) **Cropping:** The first step was to crop the original hyper-spectral cube to retain only the relevant area where most of the text pixels lie. This was achieved using simple slicing operations of the numpy arrays containing the hyper-spectral cube. A single band was used to display a grey-scale image for verifying the results of the cropping procedure. Similarly, separate cubes for each line of text were also cropped and saved in different arrays. These were used for plotting the spectral signatures of each line of text.

2) **Binary Thresholding:** Binary thresholding was applied on a single band to convert the grey-scale image displayed during cropping into a binary image containing only black ink pixels on white background. For estimating the value of threshold, histogram of the single band image was computed and the threshold value was picked based on visual analysis of the distribution of pixels in the image. The same threshold was also applied on cropped images pertaining to each line separately.

3) **Boolean Masking:** Boolean mask was applied on the binary image to know the positions of foreground pixels i.e. ink pixels only. The Boolean mask returned the value of True in place of ink pixels and False for the background pixels. Similar masks were applied for each individual lines to know the exact positions ink pixels in each line.

C. **Plotting Spectral Signatures of Ink Pixels**

The boolean masks pertaining to each individual lines were applied to the cropped cubes of each line to extract ink pixels. Once the ink pixels were extracted, the means of pixels intensities of each line were calculated across various bands present in the hyper-spectral cube. These mean intensity values of each individual line were plotted against the number of bands / wavelengths to generate spectral response curves of every line of text.

D. **Implementing K-Means clustering**

For the purpose of implementing clustering algorithm, we could not simply extract the ink pixels of the whole document, because in that case their spatial information would be lost and it would not be possible to display the results of clustering algorithm in the form an image. To rectify this issue we also included the background pixels but suppressed the intensities values of of background pixels to either zero (black background) or one (white background). The main idea behind this approach is that due to the constant value of background pixels, the K-means clustering algorithm allots them a single cluster rather then making further classes within the background pixels. It just focuses on the pixels which have variations i.e. the foreground ink pixels and the spatial context of the ink pixels is also retained. After that, the
built-in function of Spectral library for k-means algorithm is implemented on the cropped hyper-spectral cube with suppressed background. The output of K-means is displayed in the form of a plot representing different classes generated by the algorithm.

E. Generating Color Segmented Image as Final Output

The output clusters from k-means algorithm is used to display the final output image in the form of an RGB image showcasing lines of text written with different inks with different colors. A built-in function from the Spectral library is used to visualize the resultant color segmented image.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section discusses in detail the experimental setup including dataset used as well as the system specifications. The results of each step as discussed in the methodology section are also displayed in chronological order.

A. iVision HHID Dataset

A single hyper-spectral cube from the Hand-written Hyper-spectral Images Dataset (HHDI) [24] was used for implementing the proposed methodology. The dataset contains hyper-spectral cubes, each of resolution 650 x 512 pixels and 149 bands ranging between wavelengths of approximately 478nm to 901nm. The hyper-spectral cube used to carry out the experiment contained twelve lines of same text: “A quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog” written with different kinds of blue inks but each individual line was written with a single ink. Fig 2 displays bands 1, 10 and 30 for visual inspection of the information contained in the hyper-spectral cube.

B. Hardware System Specifications

The proposed ink detection procedure was implemented on a hardware with following specifications:

- CPU: Intel Core i3 @ 2.30 GHz.
- RAM: 6 GB DDR3.
- Hard Drive: 512 GB SSD.
- OS: Windows 10 Pro 64-bit.

C. Intermediate Outputs in the Pre-Processing Stage

The full scale cropped image is shown in Fig 3. The unwanted details from left, right, top and bottom of the original image were removed to keep only the relevant area containing hand-written text.

The histogram of band 30 is displayed in Fig 4. The values on the x-axis of the histogram are used to estimate the threshold value for generating binary image.

After applying thresholding function, the corresponding black and white image is shown in Fig 5. Similarly results of separate binary images generated for each individual lines of text is displayed in Fig 6.
D. Spectral Responses of Text Pixels

After applying the boolean masks of all lines to their corresponding hyper-cubes, the mean intensity values were computed for each individual line of text and plotted against all the 149 different wavelengths available in the cube. The resulting spectral response graphs are displayed in Fig 8.

Based on the visual analysis of spectral responses, graphs with similar trends were plotted separately. Figs 9 - 13 show the spectral graphs pertaining to different lines of text with similar trends. Based on these graphs, it can be inferred that there are probably five major clusters pertaining to five different inks present in the document.
E. Results from K-means Clustering

For the purpose of automatic clustering, K-means clustering was implemented as the next step in the proposed approach. The boolean masked image after suppression of background pixels was fed to the K-means clustering algorithm. After experimenting with different values of K, the final value of K was chosen to be 7 which produced best results. For the hyper cube used in the experiments, the algorithm converged after 84 iterations. Fig. 14 shows the plots of spectral classes that have been identified by the K-means clustering.

It is interesting to see that there are 7 plots in Fig. 15. The bottom-most straight plot with reflectance value of 0 corresponds to the suppressed background pixels, whereas the top-most plot corresponds to the flat horizontally printed lines in-between the text. During the pre-processing stage, we did not remove these intermittent lines to avoid complexity. The rest of the five plots correspond to the five major ink clusters present in the HSDI.
F. The Final Color Segmented Images

The color segmented RGB images were generated using the spectral classes from the output of the K-means clustering algorithm. Fig 14 shows the final resultant images. Left image is generated when the background pixels are assigned the value 1, whereas in the right image, the background pixels are allotted a constant value of 0. These output images confirm the presence of at-least five major clusters of inks in the documents. The output is also summarized in Table 1.

![Color Segmented Images](image)

Fig. 15. Color Segmented Images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C-1</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C-2</td>
<td>3,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C-3</td>
<td>5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C-4</td>
<td>7,8,9,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>C-5</td>
<td>11,12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a simplified yet efficient approach for ink mismatch detection in HSDIs. After the necessary pre-processing, the spectral responses of the ink pixels are plotted which provide an estimate of the different number of inks present in the document. After that K-means clustering is implemented on the hyper-spectral cube to form various clusters of inks. The results from K-means algorithm confirm the initial estimate of five major clusters from visual analysis of the the spectral curves. This work can prove to be of significant value for quickly estimating the degree of ink mismatch during the early phases of forgery detection in HSDIs.

The advantage of our approach is that it is robust and can be easily used for estimating the number of inks present in an HSDI. Our approach does not require prior knowledge of the dataset or pre-training with labeled examples. A limitation of the approach is that we did not remove the flat horizontally printed lines in between the text pixels. This caused an extra cluster to be produced in the output of K-means. Another limitation is that the actual ground truth contains six different inks in the HSDI, whereas, our algorithm was able to detect only five major clusters. In future work, we aim to improve the results as well as remove the extra cluster from the output of K-means clustering. We also aim to explore other unsupervised algorithms including C-means, PCA and SVM etc and relevant HSDI datasets for comparative analysis.
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